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Present yourself ! 
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The tourist tax is collected by the Communauté de Communes du 
Civraisien en Poitou.
It allows to finance tourism expenses due to the tourists visits and 
the protection of naturals areas in a touristic purpose (art. L2333-26 
and L5211-21 of the general code of local authorities – CGCT).
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Tourist tax, what is it ? 



INFORMATIONS : 
WHO has to pay the tourist tax ? 
Every adults who spend at least one night in an accommodation or 
on an merchant placement of our territory.

WHO is EXEMPT from the tourist tax ?  
- Minors 
- Seasonal workers (be carreful : workers, commercials, interns, … 
have to pay the tourist tax) 
- People benefiting from an emergency housing or a temporary 
rehousing
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What is YOUR ROLE as an host ?  

I collect the tax from
people who have 

stayed at my
accommodation 

(directly)

I declare to the CC the 
number of nights

spent in my
accommodation and 

the total amount.

I reverse the money to 
the CC.

When ? 
ALL YEAR
From january 1st to the 31st of december
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What is OUR ROLE as a 
Communauté de Communes ?  

10% reversed to the department of la 
Vienne 

The amount of the tax is reversed to the tourism promotion organisations 

90% reversed to the CC for : 
- Welcome & inform
- Promote
- Support & train 
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applicable PRICES 
Per person et per night 

Accommodation category Price (departemental tax included) 

Palaces 4,40€ 

Hotels, residencies and tourism meublé 5 stars 3,30€

Hotels, residencies and tourism meublé 4 stars 1,43€

Hotels, residencies and tourism meublé 3 stars 1,10€

Hotels, residencies and tourism meublé 2 stars,
Holiday villages 4 et 5 stars

0,88€

Hotels, residencies and tourism meublé 1 star,
holiday villages  1, 2 et 3 stars, bed & breakfast

and group hostel

0,77€

Campsites and caravan sites with 3,4 and 5 stars, and 
every other open-air accommodation with same

characteristics, motorhome areas and tourist car parks 
per 24-hour period

0,55€

Campsites and caravan sites with 1 and 2 stars, and every
other open-air accommodation with same characteristics, 

marinas 

0,22€

Non classified
accommodation : 

Proportional rate :  5 % of 
the price of the night per

person, limited by the 
most elevated price voted

by the CC, 4,40€.
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Cobs, keys, … are linked with labels : Gîtes de France, Clé Vacances …

Stars are linked with a national and prefectoral ranking that you have 
for 5 years.

There are only the stars that define the tourist tax amount for your
accommodation.

Example : If you have a gite, no stars, labeled 3 cobs with Gîtes de 
France, you have to collect with the proportional rate. 
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The collect for the 

classified accommodation
Example : 

For 1 stay from the 9th to 16th of july 2022 in a tourism meublé 2 stars 
with a family of 2 adults and 3 children (12, 8 et 4 years old) : 
7 nights x 2 adults = 14 nights
7 nights x 3 children = 21 exemptions

I COLLECT :                                                         
14 x 0,88€ = 12,32€   

I DECLARE :                                                         
14 nights
21 exemptions 
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The collect for the 

non classified accommodations 

The price of the tourist tax will be calculated at each stay depending on :
- The total number of person in the accommodation  
- The stay’s price (duty-free if you are subjected to VAT)

For this calcul, we apply :
-
- A multiplier rate of 5% + 10% of additional tax (imposed by the 

department) 
- A maximum price for the proportional tax : 4,40€ 
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Example 1 : 
I had 1 family for a week from the 16th to the 23rd of july ( 2 adults et 2 
children 14 and 6 years old) for a price of 450€.

1. I calculate the Price of the night per person for this stay
At this step, you have to count ALL the persons, children included.

450€ 

Price of the night

7 nights

16€

2. I calculate the price of the tax by applying the multiplier rate 

16€ 5% 0,80€
Rate Price of the tax

4 persons
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4. I calculate the amount of the tourist tax to collect
At this step, you have to count ONLY the subjected people.

Price of the tax

7 nights

0,88€ 12,32€
2 persons

3. We add the 10% of the departmental tax

Price of the tax

0,80€
Additional tax

10% 0,88€
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Example 2 : 
I welcomed a couple for one week-end (from the 13th to the 15th of may) 
for a total price of 400€.

1. Je calculate the price of the night per person for this stay
At this step, you have to count ALL the persons, children included.

400 € 2 nights

100€
2 persons

Price of the night

2. I calculate the price of the tax by applying the multiplier rate

100€ 5% 5€
Rate Price of the tax
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Be careful : the calculated price is
over the limited price voted by the 
CC, I use the most elevated price
voted : 4,40€.

4. I calculate the amount of the tourist tax to collect
At this step, you have to count ONLY the subjected people.

Price of the tax

2 nights

4,40€ 17,60€
2 persons

3. We add the 10% of the departmental tax

Price of the tax

5€
Additional tax

10% 5,50€
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The collect by the digital operators

What is a digital operator ? 
It’s the internet platforms who assure a booking service and who are 
your intermediate paiement. 

Et les autres … 

Since the 1st of january 2019, platforms who collect the payment for the 
stay have to obligatory make the clients paid for the tourist tax and then
refund it to the CC. 

Check if the platform is collecting to the right price, especially if you are 
classified.
For example, if Air B&B collects to the 1 star price and you are to the 3 
stars price, you’ll have to ask for the difference to the client and reverse 
it directly. 
You are ALWAYS responsible of the declaration. 
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Online declaration

Let’s go on 

www.civraisienpoitou.taxesejour.fr

* Click on « je déclare mes nuitées » 
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Online declaration

* Enter your identification codes : Mail + Password
Your account activation link was send by mail.

Get in touch with the tourist office if you don’t have it.
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Online declaration

You find on your personal interface :  
- The actions to realise

- Your accommodations
- The news

- The closings to come 
- The main menu
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Online declaration for a
classified accomodation

For a classified accommodation : 
- Fulfiled the number of nights for the subjected people (it’s

automatically calculated)
- Fulfiled the number of nights for the exempted people

- Click on register to validate your declaration
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Online declaration for a
classified accomodation

We then ask you to confirm the registered elements. 
Your declaration is now done !  
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Online declaration for a 
non classified accomodation

For a non classified accommodation : 
- You need to register your stays before doing your declaration
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Online declaration for a 
non classified accomodation

For a non classified accommodation : 
- Fulfiled the dates of the stay
- Fulfiled the total amount of the stay (without taxes if you are subjected to the VAT) 
- Fulfiled the number of nights for the people subjected (it’s automatically calculated) 
- Fulfiled the number of nights for the people exempted
- Click on register to validate your stay
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Online declaration for a 
non classified accomodation

You can add as many stays as you want, you can correct and delete them if needed by 
clicking on the drawings. 
Once you’ve add all your stays, you can click on « valider le registre »
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Online declaration for a 
non classified accomodation

We then ask you to confirm the registered elements. 
Your declaration is now done !  
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MENU

In the main menu, on the left
of your screen, many items, 
let’s see them !  
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Mes hébergements 

You find your accommodation and its informations
You can also add a closing period by clicking on  « ajouter une fermeture »
You then have to enter the date and a commentary and click on « enregistrer »
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Mes déclarations 

You find the summary of your declaration.
You can see it and modificate it by clicking on the drawings.  
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Mes règlements et 
mes états récapitulatifs 

These two items are now empty, you will be invited to 
reverse the money you have collected : 
- starting the 1st of may for the months of january, 
february, march and april. 
- starting the 1st of september for the months of may, 

june, july and auguts and finally
- Starting the  1st of january (2023) for the months of 

september, october, november and december. 
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Mes documents

This is where you’ll find all the usefull documents :  
- Proportionnal and fixed rates billing guides 
- Informations about the classification 
- Prices leaflets
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Mon simulateur 

This calculator will help you to calculate the total amount you have to collect before the 
stay. 
- Choose by clicking on your accommodation’s category
- Fulfiled then on your right the 4 boxes
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Mon simulateur 

The calcul is detailed and explained.
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A question ? 

If you have a question, a remark, or if you need an information : 
- Click on « contacter »
- Choose then the purpose of your asking
- Enter your message 
- Click on « envoyer » 
We will quickly answer you. 
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CONTACT-US
Maison du tourisme du 

Civraisien en Poitou 

3 rue Pierre Pestureau – 86400 CIVRAY

05 49 87 47 73 

civraisienpoitou@taxesejour.fr

Thank you for your attention ! 

mailto:civraisienpoitou@taxesejour.fr

